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The gladness of the suns of thirty years,
The sadness of full thirty winter's snows,
The joys, the sorrows, and the fears,
The many happy days, the petty woes,
Of all this time come crowding 'round us now
As our loved Alma Mater onward goes
With head erect and laurel crowned brow.
A score of years and ten! A little time,
Since first her infant head she strove to raise
Yet Universities of every clime
Extend their hands to greet her, and to praise
And wish her long continuance of her days
From Padua, from Oxford, and from Rome;
From Harvard and her sisters of the North;
From every place where learning has her home,
Words of congratulation now spring forth.
Hail, Fostering Mother! All the world today,
Greets and salutes thee, and is proud of thee;
From every clime and kindred over sea,
From cities near and nations far away,
Comes the glad word;
On every hand the people's praise is heard!
But soft! amidst the trumpets' joyous flare,
Let the drums beat a muffled roll once more,
On this glad morning let our memories face
Back to those souls who, leading on before,
Have left their work perfected, and have passed
Their voyage accomplished, and their anchors fast
To the safe harborage on the further shore.
One moment let our thoughts and memories dwell
On those who fought the fight, and fought it well;
On Roland and Sylvester—now at rest,
Whom science crowned with glory, who are blest!
Another thirty years will pass away;
Again the sound of praise and words of cheer,
Upon another far-off winter day,
Will echo 'round thee, praises thou wilt hear,
And as the seasons fly and seem to fade
Into the past, remember they are laid
But in a heavenly garner, and kept well
Where happy recollections ever dwell,
Whose store is still increasing, there, above,
Till thou,0 Mother, take them back again,
And find full recompense for toil and pain,
Thy glad sons' honor, gratitude and love.—S.C.C.
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EDITORIAL.
%V

V

HE cups have been offered again for Class Lacrosse, but where are
the class teams? According to the terms of the offer, all three games
1104
are to be played before the middle of April, which is two months off,
and that time is steadily growing less. Both classes have elected
their captains—for 1908, Frank Breyer; for 1909, George Chandlee.
V
4f
:
4
manager of the Freshman team is Brooke Bird. As yet, beyond
The
4L
holding
the elections, neither class has done anything, and there has
111
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little interest displayed. This spirit is to be deplored, and
very
been
VVVRIP,
VW1r1PRVI
teams
both
should start to work soon in the fixed determination to
V Vi
win those cups. It will be remembered how the class lacrosse teams
worked last year. Both teams practised hard, and often those practices were at inconvenient
times, but the fellows got there all the same.
The Freshman class is not taking up this matter in the proper spirit. Some of them
seem to take it for granted that the Juniors have already won the games. Because 1908 won
last year is no reason to suppose that they are going to do so again. Every Freshman should
feel that it is just as much an honor to make the class lacrosse team as any other. Freshman!
Make your class team this year! Show that you are good enough to do that, and you will
stand a better show for the 'Varsity next year. The object of this offer is to get new blood
out for the 'Varsity. The alumni have shown us that they will do their part by us. Now it
is up to us, Juniors and Freshmen alike, to show our appreciation of this offer, and to do our
part by the alumni and by the 'Varsity team of days to come.
h

HE musical clubs at Hopkins, were a few years ago a flourishing institution. They are not now. The general impression seems to be
g
that they are not worth while and that there is not enough material
now in the University. To take up the first as if it needed proof,
the musical clubs are worth while. Any of the '03 or '05 men who
were on the clubs will tell you that many of the finest "times" they
had were in touring the country. Houses were thrown open to them
in true southern hospitality. Dances, receptions, dinners and pretty
girls. The name of Hopkins man was an open sesame to all. For
the clubs in those days, so say those of the ancient regime, were the
best in the country, and at a concert given jointly with Princeton all the press notices sent out
,
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from Old Point Comfort remarked the Hopkins superiority. Those were the days of Edgeworth Smith the founder of the NEWS-LETTER. At no time is there such a chance for the
pure joy of living as on the trips. And the queer part of it, to go on to the question of material, is that the men were not musical geniuses, but they merely went regularly to practice.
Now what we would say is, the musical clubs are freshly started with a new leader,
practices regularly attended—there is going to be no more lack of interest, everything is going
along for the Easter trip. "So get in the game." There is yet time. What seemed impossible in the case of the Baseball team has turned out flourishing and the musical clubs are not
in that woe-be-gone state. Go in for them and help them you will be repaid by more pleasure.

At a meeting of the Trustees of the Johns Hopkins University held February 8, 1907,
the following letter was presented from Mr. Theodore Marburg.

PRESIDENT IRA REMSEN,

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
BALTIMORE, MD.
Dear Sir:—It is my privilege in behalf of three of the heirs of Mr. Charles L. Marburg,
namely, Miss Amelia Marburg and Messrs. William A. Marburg and Theodore Marburg, to
offer to the Johns Hopkins University the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) as a memorial to their brother, Mr. Charles L. Marburg.
The condition of the gift is that it shall be used either,
1. To establish a professorship to bear the name of Charles L. Marburg, or,
2. To establish an endowment fund to bear the name of Charles L. Marburg, the principal of which fund shall remain intact, provided that the Trustees shall have the right to
apply the fund now or at a future time toward the erection at Homewood of a building to bear
the name of Charles L. Marburg.
The heirs are aware of the custom of the Board of the Johns Hopkins University to
name professorships after the donors of not less that one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000)
but in view of the past contributions of Mr. Charles L. Marburg and his brothers to the University, which contributions, together with the present gift, amount to more than the sum
named, they feel that the above conditions of the gift are not unreasonable.
Respectfully,
(Signed) THEODORE MARBURG.
Resolved, That the Trustees of the Johns Hopkins University gratefully accept the gift
of $50,000 offered to the University by Miss Amelia Marburg and Messrs. William A. Marburg and Theodore Marburg, heirs of the late Charles L. Marburg, and they hereby agree to
the condition embodied in the letter of Mr. Theodore Marburg, of February 8, 1907, namely
either,
1. To establish a professorship to bear the name of Charles L. Marburg, or,
2. To establish an endowment fund to bear the name of Charles L. Marburg, the principal of which fund shall remain intact, provided that the Trustees shall have the right to
apply it now or at a future time toward the erection at Homewood of a building to bear the
name of Charles L. Marburg.
And it is further resolved, That the choice between the alternative conditions laid down
as above be made by the Trustees of this University after consultation with the donors.
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THE MONGOOSE.

IlL

Scene. A car between Washington and Baltimore.
A man fiossessed with curiosity.
A man carrying a fiafier box.

Then hey for "Love in a Village" gay!
We'll love as we can, and try as we may
The maidens hearts to pillage;
Outside in the world they are cruel and cold,
But here they are kind, if the men be but
bold—
Heigho! for "Love in a Village!"
—S. C. C.

"Stranger, you seem to have a paper box."
4'Yes."
"It seems to have air holes in it."
4.Yes."
"I suppose you have some sort of animal in
there."
"Yes."
"Well stranger, I don't want to be inquisi'LOVE IN A VILLAGE.'
tive, but would you mind telling me what you
"'Tis a devilish thing to live in a village a hundred
have in that box?"
miles from the capital."
"A mongoose."
"A mongoose! What's a mongoose?"
I.
"The mongoose is a peculiar little beast
Go out at eve and drive all night!
that feeds on snakes."
Go out and see your maiden's plight!
Ten minutes _pause in which the inquisitive
The cook has left! The rooms are cold!
man grows more and more excited.
Take the poet's advice and "be but bold"
"Would you mind telling me what you are
You'll need it for •`Love in a Village."
going to use the mongoose for?"
"My brother in Baltimore has delirium
tremens."
"But those are imaginary snakes what good I'll sit and kiss Miss Cigarette
Don't pity me—I've no regret
will that do?"
For
I shall sleep and ye shall weep
know,
my
"Well since you really want to
As
into
the dawn's dark cold ye leap
This
is
an
friend, this isn't a real mongoose.
run
from your "Love in a Village."
And
imaginary mongoose."

'LOVE IN A VILLAGE.'
"'Tis a devilish thing to live in a village a hundred
miles from the capital."

I.
Poets have sung since the world began
Of woman's love and the love of a man
Love, human and divine;
The love of the city and love of the dell,
And all love's sweet—that I know full well
But "Love in a Village" for mine!
There is love for the stately, urban rose,
And love for the smallest flower that grows,
Love, earnest or in jest;
There's love on the water and love on the land;
It's everywhere love, and it's everywhere
grand;
But "Love in a Village" is best!

0 kiss your love and run for the train!
Get soaking wet as ye run in the rain.
You in the country may bill and coo!
I'll have my sleep and breakfast too.
Pooh! pooh! for "Love in a Village."
IV.
You may call me cold and even blase
But you will be colder and even glace
If you think love's warm you'll need it I fear
When you see the ice on your lady's ear
Your lady you "Love in a Village."

Husband (waking up during the night and
hearing his wife talking in her sleep)—"Say,
dear, are you talking again, or yet?"—Ex.
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THE BOLTON DEEDS.
• My dear Harold," I read, "can you not
take a little vacation and spend two or three
days with me in the country? The change
will do you good, and incidentally we may
have a little detective work which promises to
be interesting. If you can possibly come on
the next train, do so."
Henry Hutton and I had been close friends
at college, but the intimacy which had sprung
up between us had not been continued in after
life. Our ways seemed invariably to lead
apart, and though I had sometimes heard of
my former friend, the possibility of seeing
him again appeared very slight. I was therefore greatly surprised to receive a letter, at
once so cordial and so vague. Why he should
single me out from the rest of his friends, I
could not well imagine. A year or so ago, I
had heard that he had rented a country place
in the eastern part of New York, and as far
as I was aware lie was still in possession of it.
That he was eccentric I knew for a certainty;
but whether this trait of character, which
rather attracted than repelled me, had increased
in the ten years since we had left college, I
did not know. These matters, however, were
of minor importance, and could be satisfactorily answered when I met him. He had
mentioned the first train, and it was by the
very first train that I left.
As it was almost dark when I arrived at my
destination, I was greatly relieved to find a
horse and carriage awaiting me at the station.
The lane over which we travelled was narrow,
the trees forming a sort of archway overhead;
but the horse appeared to know the way and
trotted along at a fairly good speed, considering the uneveness of the country. At last,
after driving for half an hour, we turned
sharply toward the left, and there directly in
front of us lay a small frame dwelling before
whose uncertain steps the horse slowed up
and stopped.
My host rushed out eagerly to meet me,
and I was soon made to feel that the friendship which had existed between us so many
years before had not suffered from separation.
We talked over our many college adventures,
recalled with pride the part which we had
taken in several athletic contests, and laughed
together over the wide discrepancies between
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what we had planned to do, and what we
really had done.
"Perhaps," said my friend, changing the
subject, "you would like to know the special
reason why I asked you to come here ?"
I nodded assent, and he continued :
"It's a rather long story whieh I have to
tell, but I will try to make it as brief as possible. Many years ago," lie began, "in fact
in the early half of the seventeen hundreds, a
family of Boltons left England and settled in
the neighborhood of Salem, Massachusetts.
However, finding the climate or the people
not to their liking, they emigrated west and
bought a large stretch of land several miles
from here. As far as can be ascertained, they
were wealthy, and the outbreak of the war
for independence found them in possession of
one of the largest tracts of land in the eastern
part of America. By this time, there were
several branches of the Bolton family, and
each branch valiantly assisted in that great
war for liberty.
"At the time of the British invasion from
Canada, the aspect of the war was not at all
favorable to the colonials, and for a while it
almost seemed that the attack would prove
successful. The advance of the British army
through New York Tay directly over the lands
owned by the Boltons; yet unmindful of
advice, the Boltons did not temporarily abandon their estates, but awaited the coming of
the Union Jack with seeming equanimity.
How extremely unwise this course proved to
be may be seen when I tell you that only one,
or possibly two, Boltons survived that advance. The Indians, who were allied to the
British, forcing their way ahead of the main
column, wreaked dire vengeance on all who
lay in their path. The only member of the
Bolton family that escaped was a girl, who at
the tune of the massacre of her kinsfolk was
staying with friends in Boston. The reason
for my saying that only one or two survived
is that a certain Elsinore Bolton managed to
escape, though frightfully wounded; but from
the fact that, as far as I can ascertain, he was
never heard of again, there is but little doubt
that he perished. The Bolton girl, strange as
it may seem, went to England and married
there. After the war had been brought to a
successful close, the Bolton estate was seized

6
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by the Confederation, no one at that time
being aware that there were any living heirs,
and afterwards passed into the hands of the
United States which sold the greater part
of it.
"Now the reason that all this is of the utmost interest to me is that about two years
ago, while I was running over some genealogical tables, I discovered that I was the
direct descendant of the Miss Bolton who had
gone to England, and, as it happened, the
only one. The other facts which I have told
you were gathered after diligent search. I
saw that I had a clear case against the government, yet I knew that it would be hopelessly
impossible to prove it, unless I was able to
produce the original deeds for the land. If I
succeeded in doing this, untold wealth would
await me,for the land itself now embraces six
of the richest counties in New York. You
remember how I have always longed for riches,
so when this brilliant dream came so directly
before my eyes I swore that nothing should
come between me and this wealth. I tell you
during the last year I have had no other
thought than of this. But everything hung
upon the existence of the deeds. If I obtained
possession of them, I could count my money
hy millions.
"I considered many plans, but the one I at
last decided upon was this. I would rent a
house near the old Bolton mansion (which is
now wholly in ruins) and see if I could discover there anything of importance. Though
I have lived here over a year, yet it was not
until lately that fortune smiled upon my efforts. A few days ago, about a hundred yards
from the ruins of the old house, I found the
remains of a little cave which had probably
been used for the keeping of milk and butter.
As it had been almost wholly concealed from
my view by a fallen tree, it was the merest
chance which led me to it. A part of the
roof had fallen in, and to my great joy, upon
making a hasty inspection, I discovered a
clumsy iron box which had probably been
concealed behind that part of the arch which
had fallen. I took it home and opened it.
Inside was this paper."
My host had risen while he was saying this
and now took from a cupboard the very box
of which he spoke. The paper which he

handed me was yellow with age, yet the characters were plainly legible. I felt that my
friend's eyes were following me intently as I
scanned the odd bit of writing.
"Rseivl, sddee Hetlneev dinsal konmat
nseev sstpe tsenan elgar eter."
For a moment I paused, searching my
memory. Then the solution suddenly flashed
across my mind.
"Nothing can be simpler than the meaning," said I, again closely scanning the paper.
"The deeds, and incidentally the family silver,
can be found if we go to the eleventh island
of Lake Oratunk, and begin digging seven
steps west of the big tree."
"Rather a good guess," partly concealing
his astonishment. "How do you make that
out ?"
"No guess at all," I rejoined, "for I have
seen many of similar nature. This especial
one is simplicity itself. Use the second,
fourth, sixth, etc.. letters in each word and
add the remaining letters backwards. For
instance, by this method, grseivl' resolves itself into 'silver,' and the other words may be
translated in the same way."
!`Quite clever," remarked my triend, "but
I hope your cleverness will not go to extremes.
You see," my host continued as I handed
back the paper, "I asked you here solely that
you might be a witness to the genuineness of
the deeds. I had worked out the lettering
before you came. I did not think that you
would object to your position, and then I was
sure that I could trust you not to care about
making a fortune at my expense. You see
I have staked a great part of my life on the
possibility of becoming wealthy, and no one
shall deter me. If any one tries," he said,
and for the first time I could discern a horrid
fierceness in his eyes, "if any one stands in
my way, out he shall go."
"There is no use worrying over that now,"
I said, laughing, "and it's high time that
both of us should have some sleep. Tomorrow
we shall explore Lake Oratunk, and see what
may be found on island number eleven; but
until then, let's say good-night."
"Perhaps that would be best," admitted
my host, putting the iron box back in the
cup-board and securely locking the latter.
"Then I'll see you at eight."

7
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"Certainly," I said, climbing the narrow
staircase, "we'll both feel like new men in
the morning."
I did not, however, go immediately to bed.
'Peculiar coincidence," thought I, "and probably only a coincidence, nevertheless I shall
write and see what may come of it." And
having carried out my intention, I turned in
and slept till the servant awae me next
morning by rapping on the door.
After breakfast Hutton and I walked down
to Lake Oratunk, placed a pick and shovel in
the bottom of the boat which was moored
there, and pushed off. Of the many lakes
which I have seen in my various wanderings,
I think Lake Oratunk is, for its size, the
prettiest of all. Perhaps the lake is five miles
bug, but not so many wide, and from every
side of it rise low foot-hills, thickly wooded
with a magnificent virgin forest. The water
is remarkably clear and still, and here and
there far out from shore we could discern
small green islands which dotted the lake with
almost unnatural regularity. Our boat was
turned toward the head of the lake, for we had
decided to pass the islands one by one, until
we arrived at the eleventh.
Island number one, as I jokingly called it,
was small and densely wooded, and so in fact
were most of the other islands. When at last
we rested on our oars, letting the boat glide
toward "number eleven," we were somewhat
disappointed to see that it was very similar to
several of the islands which we had passed.
Touching shore at what appeared to be the
most favorable point, we landed, and sought
out the most formidable looking tree. It was
all surprisingly simple. My friend stepped
seven paces toward the west, marked the end
of the seventh step and began digging. But
he did not swing his pick for long. At the
second or third stroke there was a sharp click,
and upan seeking its cause we found that
solid rock had been reached. This outcome
was most unexpected. My host tried again,
several feet away, but with the same result.
Then we walked around to the other side of
the island, dug for a moment or so, and again
struck rock. My friend's countenance, which
all the morning had worn a hopeful smile,
grew utterly white.
"We are mistaken," he said, and his voice

scarcely rose above a whisper. "This is the
wrong island. Nothing could possibly be
concealed here, as the soil is not half a foot
deep. But I tell you I shall not be baffled."
Here his tone grew exceedingly harsh.
"Practically
[THE NEws-LETTER appreciating the keen interest
of the under-classmen which has shown itself in the
numerous contributions which they offer almost in
overwhelming numbers, has decided to give them a
chance to finish the story. This contest should be
exciting, for it is in the nature of Diavolo's wellknown feat of leaping the gap. The conditions of
the contest are that the story be appropriately finished
in not less than one thousand nor more than two
thousand words. A prize not exceeding five dollars
will be given to the one who in the opinion of the
Editor gives the best solution before February 20th.
-THE

EDITOR.]

search was made, but I was forced to conceal
my bitter disappointment when no deeds were
found on his person. They are, in all probability, at the bottom of Lake Oratunk.

THE DRAMA.
Last spring the Nuws-IATTER warmly advocated the starting of a Dramatic Club. Although at that time there was some discussion,
and a few hazy plans were formed, nothing
definite was done. If we only stopped to consider what we could do in this line it is probable that much more would be accomplished.
Now although the organization, under
whose auspices entertainments of a theatrical
nature would be given, would have to be the
Dramatic Club, this does not mean that we
would have to begin by giving Shakespere,
greek drama, or to come down to modern
times, even musical comedy. These things
require solid financial backing, great enthusiasm, and a certain amount of already devolped talent.
Now let us for the moment lay aside the
idea of stageing the chefs d'oevre of the bard
of Avon or of famous greeks, for these belong
to that highest realm of thespian art, which is
only reached after many years of failure and
perseverance.
But let us look over the talent in the University. What have we to start a Dramatic
Club with? The first thing which naturally
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occurs to one, is the Musical Clubs. Here we
have voices in the Glee Club and sweet music
in the Mandolin Club. The wit would be
supplied from the two upper classes with
slight assistance from freshmen, and lo! we
have all the ingredients for a first class
minstrel show. Rumor has it that there lives
a freshman who, with his deep bass voice and
negro dialect would make a capital end man.
And have we not with us one, Raleigh, a perfect specimen of the barber shop tenor? Is he
not a "big noise?" Yes he is (not!) And
look who's here! where, oh where is the famous "grand opera" which has made laughs
by the bushel for the whole of college since
time was. Yes we might even run in "Buck,"
the man from Missouri.
At any rate we know that we have the
talent; and the NEWS-LP;TTER will furnish
impassioned articles to arouse enthusiasm.
The subject of backing hardly enters into a
College Minstrel show, it could almost all be
gotten in the same way as such things are
done on the Musical Clubs. So let us gird
up our loins, (such of us as have any,) and
holding ever before our eyes those sterling
words "all is not gold that ends well" let us
proceed to get up one of the best shows ever
seen in Baltimore.

UNIVERSITY NOTES.
Did anyone happen to notice the rushing
business Walter did in the barber shop the
day of the dance? One could always find one
or two worshippers at the altar of Terpsichore,
waiting his turn to have his hair cut or beard
shaved. If there are many more such days,
Walter Fernandis & Co., Ltd., will be declaring dividends on their preferred stock, and
some new improvements may be made. It's
a long cry to April fifth, however, and we can
not expect many bull markets before that
time.

Where was the Freshman class on Hopkins
night? That was the time the Juniors got the
drop on you. Attended by two band-organs
and several lemons, the Juniors, that is those
who were not suping, or fussing, occupied a
portion of the balcony, and succeeded in con-

tributing materially to the enjoyment of the
occasion. The yelling was very good, and
the close harmony was intelligible, although
the orchestra and the singers were not always
in accord. Unfortunately the Freshmen did
not have any regular representation present.
This may have been due to the fact that since
their little theatre party, after the football
game, was broken up by the Juniors, they
were unwilling to risk another such venture.
Mr. Richard McSherry has been elected captain of the 'Varsity football team for the season of 1907. The NIMTS-LF.;TTER extends its
congratulations to him, and offers him its best
wishes for a successful season. The schedule
is rapidly rounding out under the management of Mr. Mathias, and a number of good
games have already been arranged. As yet,
the coach has not been selected. This question is a very important one, and one which
call not be solved in a day. Let us hope for
a strong team next year, and confusion to St.
John's.
The principal—address at the Commemoration Day exercises, February 22, will be given
by the Hon. Hanius Taylor, formerly minister
to Spain, and special counsel, for the Government before the Spanish Treaty Claims Commission.
The long-delayed question for debate was
finally received from the University of Virginia and Juniors and Seniors, alike, have set
themselves earnestly at work to solve a problem which may very materially affect their
future happiness. This is the question: "Resolved, That the Constitution should be so
amended as to give the Federal Congress
power to regulate marriage and divorce."
The urn was shaken, and the much-desired
negative lot, the negative being the side which
Hopkins will take in the inter-collegiate debate—fell to Juniors. Friday, March 8, has
been chosen for the inter-class debate.
The Junior candidates are: Peck, Wright,
Weggeforth, Mann, Hutzler, Schweitzer, Ortman, Sykes and McKenzie. The Senior,
Singewalt, Reynolds, Holmes, Glenn, Ware
and Hunting.
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On April 19, we shall have another fire at
the University of Virginia—this time, at Baltimore. "To arms, Hopkins, from your
batallions, and let us have a good, clean victory!"

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.
Dr. I,. C. Barret will lead a class in the
study of Dr. Grose's book, "Aliens or Americans?" This book treats in a masterful way
the problems connected with immigration.
All men are cordially invited to engage in
this study.
Another group will study world-wide problems, using Mr. Mott's book, "The Evangelization of the World in this Generation."
See the bulletins for announcements of
times of meetings of both these classes.

WANDERLUST.
A warm soft air from out the south;
The fields are strewn with flowers;
Here brilliant insects start and dart;
And I am walking on the road
I walk alone with gladsome heart.
What joy to walk the earth at dawn
With pack on back and dog at heel!
And a joyous song springs out my mouth
As I stroll by orchard bowers.
At death alone the road I'll part
My carefree heart flows bears no load.
What joy to walk the road at dawn
With pack on back and dog at heel!
A cold brisk wind from out the east;
The trees all bare and brown;
A lonely raven in the sky;
And I am walking all alone,
Alone, I know not why
And yet a joy to walk the road
With pack on back and dog at heel.
The raven circles to his feast
And now he settles down
To feed, with one exulting cry.
And I am walking all alone,
Alone, I know not why
And yet I love to walk the road
With pack on back and dog at heel.

9

A PRAYER TO ST. VALENTINE.
Little Pagan Saint ! High priest devine
Of Venus, long may your halo shine !
Suppliant I kneel before your shrine,
For many girls I've told I love
And I need help from heaven above;
My heart's torn, like a pup a glove.
One is enough to drive a man to drink,
But several — I am on the brink
Of G—ns where the glasses clink.

ST. VALENTINE'S ADVICE.
Write every girl a long, sweet Valentine,
Use all the words like'love" and "pine,"
"I'll be thine and you'll be mine."
Then laugh the rest to scorn,
Putting in some stinging thorn
And sign your name in love-lorn
Letters. Then write her name
Upon it. Pay attention to this game—
Now send each letter to another dame,
Then go to G—ns, and forget
Your care and sorrow and regret,
For by my sainthood I will bet
That in a week you'll find
That every maiden's changed her mind
And will be most exceeding kind.

MUSICAL CLUBS.
The Musical Clubs are now rounding into
shape, and it is not at all unlikely that what
at first seemed to be a hopeless mess will
eventually turn out a success. Several trips
are being arranged, and possibly an Easter
trip will be made. The clubs have not been
definitely picked up to the present writing,
but will be shortly, and it is necessary for all
men who wish to go on the trips to come to
the rehearsals promptly and regularly. No
one not so doing will be allowed to participate
in the concerts, and I may add that by missing these a great deal of fun is lost to those so
unfortunate.
L. W. PuRcn, JR., Manager.

low
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A SONG OF THE PADDLE.
I.
When the grey clouds lean sullen and low on
the hills,
And the roar of the North-wind the whole
void fills
Twixt the earth and the stooping sky;
When near and across on the wild, stormy
lake,
Like a rabid wolf-pack, the mad waves shake
Their foam-tossing crests on high;
Oh! 'tis life then to poise in the leaping canoe,
Match strength with each comber, and fight
the way through.
With the on-rushing comber, the toppling
comber to battle, and fight the way
through.
Say, friend, can you feel it—the pulse of the
blade—
The steady, strong pulse where the fingers are
laid—
As we muse here tonight snug and warm?
For, over the mantel, so trusty and tried
Hang the paddles that oft we together have
plied—
Together through wind and through storm.
They hang crossed above it—'tis friendship's
true sign—
As my arm on your shoulder and your arm
on mine,
As my arm on your shoulder, your sturdy
young shoulder, and, friend, yours on
mine.

TRACK TEAM.
In the second open meet of the season, held
under the auspices of the Fifth Regiment
Athletic Association, last Saturday, February
9th, the representatives of the Black and Blue
showed up to good advantage, despite of the
hard luck under which they labored. With
Hunter and Grays out of it, owing to sickness
and some accidents in the races, the fact that
Johns Hopkins University scored 11 points
speaks well for the efforts of the other Men.
Had it not been for some ragged work on the
part of the judges in the 100-yard dash,
Hopkins would have pulled second in the
meet, but for some reason or other the judges

overlooked the Hopkins representative, and
although a protest was lodged, it is not likely
that much will come of it.
In the half mile Mears of Hopkins toyed
with his field and finished as he pleased fully
twenty yards ahead of Herring, the second
man. Mears should lower the Hopkins record
in this event if he is consistent in his work
this season. In the mile event Brenton
duplicated the performance of his team-mate
and won in a walk by forty yards. Breyer
ran from scratch in this race and finished a
plucky third. Perce qualified for the finals
in the 100-yard dash but was overlooked in
squabble for places, and Stewart had a fine
chance in the hurdles, but owing to an unlucky start was unplaced. Treadway was the
most unfortunate of all the Hopkins men, as
he seemed an easy winner in the quarter mile
until he was tripped by a limit man and his
wrist sprained.
The next meet is to be held at the Armory
on March 2nd. by the. Hopkins Athletic Association, and it is up to every candidate to
come out and work to make this a success.
Up to the present Virginia has refused to
send up a relay'team to try conclusions with
Hopkins, and no team has been settled on to
take their place.

BASE BALL.
The candidates for the base ball team were
called together for the first practice on February 9, and from the men and spirit shown in
that first meeting all could see that Hopkins
will have a creditable ball team next spring.
It was decided not to elect a captain until a
little later in the season, when it will be
known just what men are in a position to take
the captaincy.
Seven of last year's team showed up, and
thus there will be a solid neulcus about which
to work in the new material. Webb, who
who has come back to fill his old position
behind the bat, should be able to steady
Watkins, who will probably have to pitch this
year. This, however, is not altogether a new
combination, for they formed the battery in
the first part of the Lehigh game last spring.
Of the new men, the Medical School sent
out five. This is the largest delegation, and
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as they are all men who know something
THE TEMPTATIONS OF BALTIMORE
about the game, it will be hard for the underSTUDENTS.
graduates to get on the squad. However, the
Four Sunday evening sermons by the Rev.
undergraduates must get on it. The team
Wilbur F. Sheridan, D. D., at Mount Vernon
can never be on a firm basis where it feels that
Place Methodist Episcopal Church, corner
it is representing the student body and that it
Charles and Monument streets.
is backed up by that body until it is run and
March 3. "Getting in with the Wrong
represented by undergraduates. Of the preKind of a Crowd."
sent candidates for the team, there if only one
March 10. "Intellectual Pharisaism, or a
senior, two juniors and two freshmen. The
lopsided Development."
college has the interest; it furnished the
March 17. "The Pessimism and Paralysis
greater part of the money. Why can it not
of Doubt."
also furnish the men.
March 24. "Nobody Knows Me."
The schedule is now being brought into
shape. Games have been arranged with
Maryland Athletic Club, March 30; Navy,
THE ELYVATER.
April 20; and St. John's, April 27; while we
have games pending with Penna., West Point,
This is a Essay and The Elvayter is a
Washington and Lee, North Carolina, Cornell, Kurius Thing and It is not lik warter. It
Syracuse and Delaware College. The candi- runs up hill and
Elyvater is very regelur inn
dates now out for the team are: Black, 1st;
Its habuts and It runs whenever it feals lik it
Budd, field; Whitecraft, s. s.; Gensberg, s. s.;
and
It goes up on Mundays, Tuesdays, and
Edlavitch, 2nd; Bailey, 1st; Goseline, 2nd;
Maynard, 2nd; Hardcastle, field; Webb, c.; Wensday an it kums down the rest of the
Watkins, p.; and for the other positions, weak and It in this respeck may be sed to
Elliott, Costello, Lyon, Morse, French and lead A seduntery Life, and i am going to ride
Miller.
on the elevaytor sum day when i hay Time
and The Elyvater Man is a fine life and he
STUDENT CONTRIBUTION FUND.
leads a daring okupashun but I don't believe
(Contributions should be sent to Mr. Her- that He believes that fine quotation from
mann J. Hughes, Business Manager, Johns Horses, "What Kums down sumtimes goes
Hopkins NEWS-LETTER, Box 224, John Hop- up and I think that now
when I have almost
kins University.)
finished i will stop like the Elyvator. (One
NEWS-LETTER
$5.00
credit.)
Arthur R. Padgett, '07
5.00
EDITORS NOM —Contributions f o r the
S. M. R., '07
5.00
NEws-LETTER will be carefully considered at
$15.00
all times.
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THE BANQUETSThe Senior banquet came and went. Even
the Seniors had no chance to speak of it the
next day, the 13th of February, for on the
13th the Juniors had their banquet and the
Freshmen attempted to break it up. Although
they got a flying start the day before, the
details of which are too well-known to need
attention and can be found in the public
prints of the town, the Freshmen really accomplished nothing beyond losing much sleep,
getting bloody and dirty, and having five of
their heroes absent at their banquet. It was
the most overwhelming defeat any Freshmen

class ever had. Inadvertently the Freshmen
were the cause of the late appearance of the
NEWS-LETTER and their unavailing efforts
will merely be used in a "Prisoner of Zenda"
story in some future issue. While the NEWSLETTER has this year twice advocated a curbing of infantile exuberance, we would, nevertheless, remark that provided one has the time
to make up sleep and that sort of thing, the
banquets make a certain bond of fellowship in
the college, which perhaps equals the undoubted amount of harm which they do. The
University is certainly much more free from
these puerile amusements than any other place
in the country and is to be congratulated.
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